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in april 2012, arc system works announced that they would
be working with nintendo on a new project, called "new
super mario bros. u", for the nintendo 3ds. this was followed
up by a trailer released in november featuring such
characters as bowser from super mario bros., mario, luigi,
yoshi, captain toad, and daisy. the game is set to be
released in 2013 and is being made by a single developer,
nintendo, who is credited with creating the original super
mario bros. amongst the new abilities are tilt controls, as
well as 3d, side-scrolling platforming with super mario-like
puzzles, in addition to original gameplay. it is the fourth
nintendo role-playing game and the third one on a home
console in the mario franchise, following mario & luigi:
partners in time and mario & luigi: paper jam. it has been
about four years since the war against the replicators was
won, and an uneasy peace has settled between humanity
and the rest of the galaxy. in that time, the alliance has
established a trading post near what used to be the citadel,
and gotten involved in a civil war on an alien world called
exogenesis, in which three races fight for supremacy. the
game was first announced in august 2006 at microsoft's e3
2006 press conference for xbox live arcade and windows. in
that announcement, four characters had been revealed,
along with the names of the three fighters and the
protagonist. tecmo koei has launched a global site to let the
fans interact with the game. a magazine introducing the
characters will be in store at launch time. in december
2010, a dlc update brought monster hunter to dead or alive
4. this pack includes various animal pets which, aside from
being trained to use basic attacks and work as back-up
items, can be equipped and leveled up. together with mr.
venus' super moves, the monster pets will allow characters
to dish out heavy damage with certain moves.
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